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OUR PRODUCT
GUARANTEE
At Dudley Beauty Corp, LLC , we stand behind
our products. The Q plus in the logo stands for
quality plus. We choose the finest raw materials
that will perform as we promise. That is why
we offer our customers a quality assurance
money-back guarantee when our products are
purchased from an authorized Dudley seller.
Photo captions: Dudley’s President Ursula Dudley Oglesby (center)
with Parents, Drs. Joe and Eunice M. Dudley (Co-Founders).
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In 1982, Joe & Eunice Dudley promised
cosmetologists that Dudley products would not
be sold in stores. Today our commitment to
the beauty professional is stronger than ever.
Unfortunately, as we have become more
well-known and the demand for our products
continues to increase, criminals have become more
adept at diverting and counterfeiting our products.
However, Dudley Beauty Corp, LLC is steadfast
in our goal to stop diversion and counterfeiting
of our products in beauty supply stores or other
unauthorized retail outlets. We are committed to
protecting and preserving our partnership with the
professional cosmetologist. If you see our products
in a beauty supply store or other unauthorized retail
outlet, please email us at admin@dudleyq.com.
If you can give us evidence of how our products
are getting to the beauty supply store, then you
are eligible to receive a $500 cash reward.

In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist®



Join us on
September 23-25, 2017
to celebrate our 50th
Anniversary & EMS

JOIN US IN THE FIGHT AGAINST DIVERSION.
It’s a fact. Dudley’s is committed to providing
quality products and educational opportunities
for licensed professionals to grow their
businesses, better serve their clientele and
increase their bottom-line.
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RELAXER SYSTEMS

Give your business and your
customers the advantage.
Use Dudley relaxer systems.
Each product in each system is
designed to reinforce the health
of the hair, as well as give you
the power to vary the degree of
straightness desired. Select from
our three (3) systems to satisfy
your client needs.

Gentle formula protects and makes hair silky smooth.

SENSITIVE SCALP RELAXER KIT:
SENSITIVE SCALP CRÈME RELAXER
Enriched with oils that reduce hair damage and scalp
irritation. Penetrates and conditions while the bonds in
the hair are being chemically altered. 8 - 4 oz. jars
SENSITIVE SCALP LIQUID ACTIVATOR
Forms the active relaxer product, guanidine hydroxide,
when 1 oz. is mixed with the Sensitive Scalp Creme
Relaxer. 1 - 8 fl. oz. bottle
Also includes two (2) measuring cups and one (1) Instruction Sheet.
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SENSITIVE SCALP STABILIZING RECONSTRUCTOR
SOLD SEPARATELY
Returns hair to its normal pH, closes the cuticle as it
fortifies and enriches the hair with moisture lost during
the relaxing process. 32 fl. oz.
SENSITIVE SCALP BALANCING SHAMPOO
SOLD SEPARATELY
This shampoo has a built-in color indicator and is
formulated to gently cleanse the hair of debris and
chemical residue without disturbing the hair’s moisture
and oil balances. 32 fl. oz.

In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist®

A rich blend of special oils and conditioners
for beautiful, healthy hair.

PERMANENT CRÈME RELAXER | Mild, Regular, Super
Conditions while it relaxes the hair. Two built-in
conditioners protect the hair shaft and scalp from
damage during relaxing and enhance sheen and
softness. 52 oz.
NEUTRALIZING SHAMPOO
SENSITIVE SCALP FORMULA
Neutralizes while it instantly soothes the scalp
and relieves irritation often associated with scalp
abrasions. 32 fl. oz., Gallon
NEUTRALIZING SHAMPOO
Neutralizes, conditions and has a built-in stabilizer.
32 fl. oz., Gallon

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com

Naturally infused with Shea Butter and Essential Oils for a
dramatic difference you can see and feel.

TI Protector Base
This pre-chemical base lubricates, conditions and protects
scalp and skin from irritation or stains. 16 oz.
TI RELAXER | Mild, Regular, Super
An intricate balance of conditioners, essential oils and
shea butter infused in a sodium hydroxide relaxer formula.
Three strengths allow you to choose the performance you
need: Mild for fine or color treated hair, Regular for normal
hair, and Super for resistant hair. 4.2 lbs.
TI BONDING REFORM NEUTRALIZER
Supplies the hair with balanced moisture and nutrients,
as well as lowers the pH of the hair to its proper level. It
also closes the cuticle and fortifies the hair with just the
right amount of protein and hydration. 32 fl. oz.
TI BALANCING SHAMPOO NEUTRALIZER
Stabilizes, moisturizes, strengthens and removes relaxer
residue, restoring hair to its normal pH. Leaves hair
smooth and silky. 32 fl. oz.
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SEMI-PERMANENT COLORS



COLOR

12 FANTASTIC COLORS

Conditions the hair while adding temporary to semi-permanent color. Easy and safe
to use and free of harsh additives like ammonia and peroxide. With 11 different
shades, you can mix and create a variety of exciting colors! 8 fl. oz.
Available in Raspberry, Matador Red, Primrose Yellow, Regal Blue,
Blank Clear, Deep Plum Red, Ginger, Sunset Orange, Sienna Brown,
Natural Black, X-treme Red and Espresso Brown

Be as creative as you like with Dudley’s
exciting Semi-Permanent and Permanent
colors that leave hair vibrant and healthy!
Taundra’s look includes an array of Dudley’s Fantastic Colors including
Sunset Orange, Deep Plum Red and X-treme Red. Get your copy of
Dudley’s Professional Style Guide to learn the exact color combination.
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PERMANENT COLORS

6 Levels™ Permanent Colors

Levels™ is a one step haircolor system that deposits rich color into the hair
shaft, creating permanent, true-to-color results. These luxurious colors cover
the spectrum from true medium blonde (level 6) to black (level 1). 2 fl. oz.
Available in Natural Black, Rich Dark Brown, Light Brown, Bronze, Flaming Auburn
and Honey Blonde.

LEVELS™
CONDITIONING 20
VOLUME CREME
DEVELOPER
Levels Conditioning
Crème Developer
has a thick creamy
consistency that
mixes easily and
does not run or
drip. 32 fl. oz.

Kamatria’s halo effect was
created with Dudley’s
Levels™ Permanent Color.

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com

Get the color you’ve
always wanted by
using the Color
Wheel!
COLOR WHEEL
The Color Wheel shows how colors are
related. Red, yellow and blue are primary
colors. Orange, green and purple are
secondary colors made by combining two
primary colors.
All colors are made from some combination
of white, black and primary colors. The
3 primary colors are represented in the
following Dudley’s Fantastic Colors: Matador
Red, Regal Blue and Primrose Yellow.
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DANDRUFF SHAMPOO



This conditioning shampoo with panthenol and
protein gently cleanses the hair and scalp.
8 fl. oz., Gallon

SCALP & SKIN ANTISEPTIC



A medicated, conditioning shampoo that is mild
on the scalp. It prevents dandruff and stops
minor scalp itching. 8 fl. oz.

THE SHAMPOO

idiversify® CLEANSE
SULFATE-FREE SHAMPOO

Nourish and revitalize your hair
and scalp with this gentle
sulfate-free shampoo. This
unique blend helps to add
moisture while protecting
from color loss.
6 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.

The Shampoo is a deep cleanser that removes
oil and residue from the hair.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.
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Restores moisture in hair as it cleanses.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz., Gallon



Removes dull and dry cuticles, dandruff, excess
oils and treats the scalp.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz., Gallon

MOISTURIZING SHAMPOO



DELUXE SHAMPOO



SHAMPOOS

In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist®

HAIR REBUILDER



CONDITIONERS

CREAM PROTEIN



Specially designed to condition and rebuild
badly damaged hair.
8 fl. oz., 16 fl. oz.

MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER



Moisturizes and softens dry, brittle hair.
8 oz., 32 oz.

Restores moisture in hair as it adds body
and sheen.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.



idiversify® HYDRATE
LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER

This keratin and protein
enriched leave-in conditioner
provides moisture management,
controlling frizz all day.
6 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com
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TREATMENTS
ADVANCED SCALP & HAIR



FOLLICLE CLEANSING SHAMPOO
Cleanses scalp and hair of impurities that lead to
thinning and hair loss. 6 oz.



TREATMENT

Stimulates dormant hair follicles, invigorates
root cells, restores healthy circulation and revitalizes the scalp. 2 oz.



DRC 28 HAIR TREATMENT & FORTIFIER

An advanced hair treatment and fortifier that detects and repairs the
damaged areas in all hair types. 16 fl. oz.



HAIR MASK TREATMENT

A deep, penetrating conditioner that restores moisture to
dry, damaged and over-processed hair. 8 oz., 32 oz.

SCALP SPECIAL HAIR & SCALP CONDITIONER



DANDRUFF TREATMENT

SCALP & SKIN ANTISEPTIC



Controls dandruff, itchy scalp, falling hair and thinning temples.
4 oz., 7 oz., 14 oz.

DANDRUFF SHAMPOO
A medicated, conditioning shampoo that is mild on the scalp. It
prevents dandruff and stops minor scalp itching. 8 fl. oz.
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Removes dull and dry cuticles, dandruff, excess oils and treats the
scalp. 8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz., Gallon

STYLING & MOLDING AGENTS
TOTAL CONTROL® HAIR GLOSS RUB-ON



STYLING AGENTS & THERMAL PROTECTORS

This oil-free, silicone based gloss seals cuticles and polishes
hair while reducing tangles and frizzies. 2 fl. oz.



CREME PRESS
Gives the hair a satin, silky press. 4 oz., 7 oz., 14 oz.



EASY CURLING & WAVING

Locks in hard-to-hold curls and brings out natural waves.
4 oz., 7 oz., 14 oz.



TOTAL CONTROL®
EDGES & ENDS

Smoothes edges or spikes ends without
flaking. 4 oz.

FANTASTIC BODY
SETTING LOTION



WET STYLING & MOLDING AGENTS

STYLING FOAM



Creates body, natural sheen
and a firm set without flaking or
static. 8 fl. oz. (Ready to use),
16 fl. oz. (Concentrated)

Ashley’s hairline
lays beautifully
with Dudley’s
Total Control®
Edges & Ends.

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com

CONDITIONING SETTING GEL



Reduces drying time, while
adding beautiful body,
softness and sheen. 8 fl. oz.
Pump, Gallon

Preconditions, sets and holds hair without flaking. 4.5 oz., 32 oz.
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HAIRDRESSINGS


Promotes hair growth by
stimulating the scalp with
ginseng and grape seed oil.
3.5 oz., 16 oz.

HAIR & SCALP
CONDITIONER PLUS
VITAMINS A, D & E



Our Hairdressings are lightweight,
penetrating oils that lubricate, condition,
soothe and protect the hair and scalp.

TRUE INDULGENCE®
INNER GROWTH
CREME STRENGTHENER

Controls dandruff, itchy scalp, falling hair and
thinning temples. 4 oz., 7 oz., 14 oz.
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PCA MOISTURE RETAINER



SCALP SPECIAL
HAIR & SCALP OIL



A very light conditioner which
penetrates the hair shaft and
lubricates the scalp without
leaving hair oily.
4 oz., 7 oz., 14 oz.

Prevents dryness associated with all types of
hair – relaxed, curled or natural. Makes hair
soft with daily use. 8 fl. oz., 16 fl. oz.

In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist®

FINISHING AGENTS

Dudley’s Firm Holding Spray gives
Alicia’s hair a soft, movable hold.

FIRM HOLDING SPRAY
Provides holding power without leaving
the hair gummy or sticky. 12 oz. Aerosol

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com



This silicone, shine-enhancing spray detangles
hair and prevents frizz without leaving any
build-up. 8 fl. oz.



OIL SHEEN SPRAY

This conditioning oil lusterizes the hair. An
excellent glossifier and conditioner for all
hair types – relaxed, pressed, curled or wigs.
12 oz. Aerosol

TOTAL CONTROL ®
STYLING SPRAY



TOTAL CONTROL ® LIQUID
GLOSS SPRAY



Our Finishing Agents condition and
add sheen to the hair, while shielding
the hair from heat and the elements.

A unique finishing spray that lets you
sculpt, shape and lock in style definition.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.
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NATURAL HAIR



CONTROL LOCKING CREAM

Extra-holding power for hard-to-lock, curly or
gray hair. Conditions. 16 oz.



Nourish and revitalize your hair and scalp with
this gently sulfate-free shampoo. This unique
blend helps to add moisture while protecting
from color loss. 6 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.

HYDRATE LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER



This non-greasy formula enhances sheen,
restores natural moisture and protects without
build-up. 6 fl. oz.

Provides moisture and hold for softer locks
and twists. 7 oz.

CLEANSE SULFATE-FREE SHAMPOO

GLAZE SHEEN SPRAY



BEND TWIST & LOCK GEL



Enhance your natural hair texture! Create and maintain styles with products
that nourish, moisturize, strengthen, protect and hold natural hair.

QUENCH MOISTURE MIST



This keratin and protein enriched leave-in
conditioner provides moisture management,
controlling frizz all day. 6 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.

An alcohol-free moisturizing mist that prevents
breakage. 6 fl. oz.

Dorin’s double strand twists were
created with Dudley’s idiversify®
Define Curl Defining Cream.
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SALON CONTROL® GEL
ACTIVATOR & MOISTURIZER

A non-greasy, extra light gel that seals and
retains moisture balance in the hair shaft.
10 oz., 32 oz.

CURL ACTIVATOR



Our Soft Curl Maintenance
provides thorough conditioning
and moisture for soft curl styles.

Activates, lubricates, moisturizes and
gives hair a natural-looking sheen.
8 fl. oz., 32 fl. oz.

BREAK UP WITH HAIR LOSS DVD
Salon solutions that help your
clients survive and recover from
hair loss.
· Redefine the consultation
· Understand the causes of hair loss
· Determine the conditions that
you can correct, treat, and more.

THE V EFFECT
EDUCATIONAL DVD
Learn how to achieve the V Effect with
three (3) cutting techniques:
· Twist Cutting
· Modified Distribution
· C-Shapings
DVD also features three (3)
dimensional coloring using one-step
application process.

1.888.573.8210  DudleyQ.com

AQUATIC DIMENSIONS DVD
A Modern Twist to a Fantastic
Body Wave & Set. This Aquatic
Dimensions DVD includes an
1 hour and 40 minues of education
· Relaxer Applications using 			
Dudley’s Relaxer Systems
· Color Techniques using Dudley’s 		
Semi-Permanent Colors
· 2 Different Techniques
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Become a Dudley Diamond
Rewards Member Today!

The Dudley Diamond Rewards Program is a
way for yo to receive free products, valuable
information and educational opportunities,
while becoming a part of an exclusive
network destined for success.
The Dudley Diamond Salon Professional
Handbook is a 30 page guide with 11
chapters and sample forms that details the
best practices that all salon professionals
should perform and includes standard
business policies and procedures.

A Beauty of
an Opportunity

Add to your salon menu of services with
Dudley Products Cosmetics. Complete
your customer’s beauty regimen &
earn money at the same time.
Dudley has a complete line of
skin care, foundations, powders,
eye shadows, lipstick, body care & more.
Earn a discount, bonuses & more.
In Partnership With The Professional Cosmetologist®
©2016 Dudley Beauty Corp, LLC
1814 Eastchester Drive | High Point, NC 27265
Not Sold In Stores.
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